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A surrogate endpoint S in a clinical trial is an outcome that may be measured
earlier or more easily than the true outcome of interest T. In this work, we
extend causal inference approaches to validate such a surrogate using poten-
tial outcomes. The causal association paradigm assesses the relationship of the
treatment effect on the surrogate with the treatment effect on the true endpoint.
Using the principal surrogacy criteria, we utilize the joint conditional distribu-
tion of the potential outcomes T, given the potential outcomes S. In particular,
our setting of interest allows us to assume the surrogate under the placebo, S(0),
is zero-valued, and we incorporate baseline covariates in the setting of normally
distributed endpoints. We develop Bayesian methods to incorporate conditional
independence and other modeling assumptions and explore their impact on the
assessment of surrogacy. We demonstrate our approach via simulation and data
that mimics an ongoing study of a muscular dystrophy gene therapy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Although randomized clinical trials are largely considered the gold standard to evaluate treatment efficacy, methods
that lower trial cost and shorten the length of the study are often sought after in the medical field. In general, surrogate
endpoints S are biologically plausible intermediate outcomes that are strongly related to the true outcome of interest T that
could act as a substitute for the clinical outcome. In a trial, these endpoints may be measured earlier or more effectively to
quickly disperse treatments to patients. Popular examples of potential surrogate endpoints include CD4 blood counts for
HIV mortality and immune responses for vaccine efficacy. It is crucial to collect data and validate such an endpoint before
using in a large-scale trial. In this article, we will refer to a surrogate as any intermediate endpoint that occurs between the
treatment and measurement of T. Prior to validation, during which the value of potential surrogate is properly assessed,
we will use this terminology to mean the surrogate is still a candidate surrogate, whereas we will label it either as a valid
or invalid surrogate after such validation procedures.

Prentice’s landmark 1989 paper proposed criteria in a single trial setting to evaluate statistical surrogates: that the sur-
rogate S both be related to the outcome and that it captures the effect of the treatment Z on T.1 Other criteria, such as
proportion explained and other causal metrics, have since been proposed, as it has been shown simple criteria may not
ensure a seemingly useful surrogate will predict a beneficial treatment effect.2,3 S(z) and T(z) refer to the endpoint values
had the treatment, possibly counter-factually, been assigned to level z. Since S is measured after treatment assignment,
conditioning on the surrogate distorts the causal pathway and interpretation of the treatment effect in a regression model.
Using Rubin’s potential outcome causal framework,4,5 principal surrogacy proposed the solution of using both potential
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intermediate outcomes by considering the surrogate values under each treatment as pre-treatment variables.6 Since both
surrogate outcomes are hypothetically determined prior to randomization, surrogates can be evaluated based on prin-
cipal causal effects. In the case of categorical variables, these are defined on the distribution of T(1),T(0) conditional
on principal strata with respect to the pair of post-treatment variables S(1), S(0). Gilbert and Hudgens7 (forward as GH)
defined principal surrogate endpoints based on suggested risk functions of (s1, s0). They elaborated on causal necessity,
as proposed by Frangakis and Rubin, by terming average causal necessity and average causal sufficiency. These require
that there be no average effect of the treatment on the true outcome in the strata where there is no average effect on the
surrogate, and similarly that there exists an average treatment effect on the true outcome in the strata where is there an
average effect on the surrogate. Further, they define the causal effect predictiveness (CEP) curve as a visualization of both
requirements across the value of the surrogate endpoints (s1, s0). The CEP surface is defined based on a chosen contrast
function of these risk quantities. In our setting of continuous S and T, we use extensions of the strata formulation using
the corresponding quantities T(1) − T(0) and S(1) − S(0) that are consistent with the previously proposed risk functions.

Our work is motivated by an ongoing study of a muscular dystrophy treatment.8 In this trial of a new gene transfer ther-
apy, the therapy is designed to help produce the micro-dystrophin protein. The potential surrogate S is micro-dystrophin
expression, and the primary outcome of interest T is the North Star Ambulatory Assessment (NSAA) functional score on
a continuous scale. S is measured at only one time point, while T is measured before randomization as well as after the
gene transfer therapy. Since muscular growth and deterioration due to the disease have major impact on physical move-
ment during childhood, both baseline ambulatory ability and age are important to take into consideration. In this setting,
patients do not produce significant amounts of micro-dystrophin protein at baseline, so it can be assumed that the value
of the surrogate under placebo is approximately equal to 0. This scenario where S(0) is fixed to 0 also commonly arises
in vaccine efficacy studies. Since those in the placebo group necessarily have no immune response without the vaccine
antigens, GH refer to this simplified setting as the constant biomarker case.

Quantities related to vaccine efficacy were developed in the HIV and pertussis settings,9-11 and GH were among the
first to formalize the surrogate validation methodology in a HIV vaccine efficacy trial. Still, a major challenge of charac-
terizing these causal effect summaries is dealing with nonidentified parameters arising from use of potential outcomes, so
Follmann suggested the closeout placebo vaccination design to avoid the unobserved outcomes.12 GH focused on model-
ing assumptions to identify the causal quantities and generalized previous work of the baseline immunogenicity predictor
(BIP) W to estimate the missing S(z) value. Related work has proposed augmented trial design ideas such as the baseline
surrogate measure and the cross-over design, respectively, and other authors have imposed conditional independence
assumptions of the outcomes.13 Subsequently, several authors have addressed particular models and designs for vaccines
and immune correlates of protection.14-19 In work using principal stratification for a different analytic goal of calculat-
ing the average causal effect in a vaccine efficacy study, Shepherd et al20 incorporated baseline covariates with the stated
purpose of better understanding the mechanism by which the vaccine works.

Under the general Bayesian paradigm, with specific assumptions about parameter values, both Zigler and Belin21

and Conlon et al22 proposed to consider the full joint distribution of potential outcomes to create the CEP curve using
imputation strategies applicable to settings beyond the constant biomarker case. Work in the frequentist setting by Alonso
et al23 utilized potential outcomes and the information-theoretic framework to propose a surrogate predictive function
with a two-step procedure for dealing with non-identifiability. Making the constant biomarker assumption results in fewer
missing potential outcomes to impute, which allows us to focus on the sensitivity of modeling assumptions. In this work,
we build upon previous models of the joint distribution of potential outcomes S(0), S(1), T(0), T(1) by exploring trial and
modeling considerations when controlling only three of these endpoints as applicable to our motivating clinical trial.22,24

We propose techniques and design considerations with the goal of achieving gains in estimation efficiency. Since
the surrogate and true outcome values are only observed for the assigned treatment, we consider the counterfactual
outcomes as missing data and implement an imputation strategy for estimation. We compare this algorithm to instead
using only observed data and prior distributions for nonidentified correlation parameters. Within our particular goal of
surrogate validation, the novelty of this work is the incorporation of baseline covariates with two objectives in mind: first,
conditioning on baseline covariates may improve the plausibility of conditional independence assumptions, and second,
it allows us to make inference about whether there are subgroups of the population for whom the quality of the surrogate
varies. For the latter, we propose to stratify the previously marginal estimands for validation by conditioning on patient
characteristics. In our application, we focus on one such example of a baseline covariate, namely that of the true outcome
measured pre-treatment, which is similar to the BSM proposed by other authors. This particular measurement allows for
multiple definitions of the true outcome of interest and other trial design decisions. We recognize that by viewing the
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baseline as a noisy estimate of T(0) similar to a measurement error problem, it could provide improved identifiability or
yield more informative prior distributions for nonidentified parameters.

In Section 2, we propose the model and incorporation of baseline covariates in the surrogate setting. We define the
conditional surrogacy validation metrics and suggest potential reasons to use the covariates such as to make conditional
independence assumptions and raise consideration for how to define the trial endpoint. In Section 3, we describe the
proposed Bayesian estimation methods using either an imputation scheme or observed data algorithm. Simulation studies
are shown in Section 4, and our data example is explored in Section 5 before a concluding discussion in Section 6.

2 THE MODEL

Using the causal association framework, we first consider the joint distribution of three continuous potential outcomes
under a binary treatment Z. Since S(0) = 0, we assume a multivariate normal distribution of the counterfactual surrogate
and true outcomes for each subject:
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2.1 Assumptions

In this setting, we focus on clinical trial scenarios where we can assume S(0) = 0 (the methods can be extended to
more general settings). The causal inference assumptions we make are the Stable Unit Treatment Values Assumption
and ignorable treatment assignment, meaning the potential outcomes for any individual do not vary with the treat-
ments assigned to other individuals, and treatment assignment is independent of potential outcomes conditional on all
covariates (P(Z = 1|T(0),T(1),X) = P(Z = 1|X)), respectively. Since we do not observe combinations of joint outcomes
{T(0), S(1)} or {T(0),T(1)}, the correlation parameters 𝜌10, 𝜌T are not identified. We will consider various approaches to
obtain identifiability through the use of proper priors, conditional independence assumptions, and/or fixing unknown
parameters via sensitivity analyses, and consider how our models may be adapted if additional baseline data are available.
Then we use the specified joint model to impute the missing counterfactual values. This potential outcomes approach
captures the causal associations for validation.

The multivariate normality assumption provides many convenient results by being analytically tractable and allowing
for closed form quantities for surrogate validation which we describe below. As this may not hold in practice, we later
verify the sensitivity of this distributional assumption and assess the robustness of the results in the presence of model
misspecification. Other work has incorporated copula models for non-normal data.25

2.2 Baseline covariates

Some estimates for surrogacy quality have wide confidence bands that make definitive recommendations difficult. While
most causal metrics are reported marginally, it may be beneficial to use baseline covariates X in the analysis. One interest
is to assess effect modification: that is, if there exist subgroups of patients to determine for whom the surrogate will work
particularly well for the true outcome, such as for males or those who are young. This has the potential to reduce the risk
of observing the surrogate fail in a certain patient population after approval for use in subsequent trials. It is also possible
that covariates would help predict membership of principal strata. X may explain dependence or confounding between S
and T that may occur in finite samples, even after trial randomization. Statistical benefits may be seen in the estimation
accuracy as well via more accurate imputation of the missing counterfactual values to both reduce bias and gain efficiency.
Finally, conditioning on X might be expected to reduce correlations among the potential outcomes, allowing us to make
stronger conditional independence statements after conditioning on baseline covariates. Note that these latter examples’
effects can be reported as either conditional on X , or integrated over the empirical distributions of covariates to provide
marginal estimates.
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The conditional model can be written with effects of X in the mean structure (therefore the parameters in this
covariance structure differ and 𝜃 represents the conditional correlations)
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We note that this model still has two nonidentified parameters, 𝜃10 and 𝜃T . In the above model, X is a scalar, but it
could be generalized to a vector. Furthermore, one of the X components might be known to be highly related to either S or
T (such as a pre-treatment measurement). In these specific cases that provide additional information, it may be feasible
to make further assumptions about the model structure.

2.3 Surrogacy validation

The validation causal quantities derived from conditioning on strata of the surrogate can be written as a function of the
model parameters. These quantities can be viewed graphically in the CEP surface as a line with intercept and slope based
on causal effects as the difference in surrogate potential outcomes S(1) − S(0) = s on the x-axis and difference in the
expected, conditional true outcomes E(T(1) − T(0)|S(1) − S(0) = s) on the y-axis. In the case of Gaussian distributions,
as in Equation (1), this assumption means E(T(1) − T(0)|S(1) − S(0) = s) is linear in s and has the form = 𝛾0 + 𝛾1s. By
displaying expected change in potential outcomes, conditional on the actual surrogate change s, the plots demonstrate if
the surrogate is valid, meaning small (large) causal effects on a surrogate are associated with small (large) causal effects
on the outcome. When the distribution of outcomes is multivariate normal, average causal necessity and average causal
sufficiency are fulfilled if 𝛾0 = 0, the expected change in true outcome when there is no change in the surrogate outcome
at the origin, and 𝛾1 ≠ 0, the expected change in true outcome when there is a nonzero change in the surrogate outcome.
Under the multivariate normal distribution in Equation (1), these values from the conditional expectation can be written
as

𝛾0 = (𝜇T1 − 𝜇T0) − 𝛾1𝜇S1 = (𝛿3 − 𝛿2) − 𝛾1𝛿1, 𝛾1 = 𝜌11𝜎T1 − 𝜌10𝜎T0

𝜎S1

or when incorporating baseline covariates, 𝛾0 = (𝜇T1|X − 𝜇T0|X ) − 𝛾1𝜇S1|X where 𝛾1 = 𝜃11𝜖T1−𝜃10𝜖T0
𝜖S1

. Our goal is to esti-
mate all parameters in the distribution so we can calculate 𝛾0 and 𝛾1 and determine if S is a valid surrogate for T.
We can understand 𝛾1 by rewriting the quantity as 𝜔11−𝜔10

𝜎S1
and can consider when 𝜔11 > 𝜔10 that the slope will be

positive, and when the ratio 𝜔11∕𝜔10 is larger, the magnitude of 𝛾1 is larger. Another way to look at this term is as
Cov(T(1),S(1))−Cov(T(0),S(1))

Var(S(1))
, where the sign and magnitude of 𝛾1 is determined by the covariances between S(1) and the true

outcomes.
For scenarios where we believe the surrogate works particularly poorly for certain patient groups, we would be inter-

ested in a stratified CEP curve. In other settings, we may simply incorporate covariates as an intermediate step to benefit
from the possibility of gains in efficiency by making stronger assumptions while remaining interested in the marginal CEP
curve. To denote the difference, let 𝛾0,C and 𝛾1,C correspond to a model fit using X , compared to the marginalized estimates
that is accomplished by empirically averaging over the distribution of X . Later, we will further differentiate these respec-
tive conditional C and marginal M models based on how we define the outcome. From Equation (1), T(1) − T(0)|S(1), x
has a normal distribution, so the expected value will be written as 𝛾0,C + 𝛾1,Cs. In this expression, 𝛾0,C can depend on the
covariate X , but by the assumptions of the model 𝛾1,C (ie, the covariance) does not depend on X . From these values, the
marginalization is written

∫x
E(T(1) − T(0)|S(1),X = x)f (X|S(1) = s)dx = ∫x

E(T(1) − T(0)|S(1), x)f (S(1)|x)f (X)
f (S(1))

dx (3)

using Bayes rule (see Web Appendix A). Once we obtain these quantities, we plot the marginal effect over values of s and
summarize it by fitting a linear model to estimate 𝛾0,M and 𝛾1,M .
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2.4 Subgroups in surrogacy and treatment effects

Based on our definition of 𝛾0, our concept of surrogacy subgroups is analogous to heterogeneous treatment effects existing.
Since the quantity 𝛾0,C depends on x, a surrogacy subgroup effect will occur only when there is an interaction with the
treatment effect on either the surrogate or the true outcome. In contrast, we are not assuming the absence of unobserved
heterogeneity in the sense of a sharp null existing.26

2.5 Conditional independence

Conditional independence assumptions are frequently made in causal inference and for surrogate endpoint validation
in particular (see Conlon et al, for examples of assumptions made).7,24,27,28 Briefly, when S(0) is not restricted to the
value of 0, common assumptions among the endpoints include strong statements about the outcomes such as (1) T(0) ⟂
T(1)|S(0), S(1); (2) S(0) ⟂ T(1)|S(1); (3) S(1) ⟂ T(0)|S(0); and intuitively weaker (4) S(0) ⟂ T(1)|S(1),T(0) and (5) S(1) ⟂
T(0)|S(0),T(1).

In our setting, the plausible assumption that is still feasible is a collapsed version of 5: S(1) ⟂ T(0)|T(1). Determin-
ing if a conditional independence assumption is plausible is context-dependent, and we note that this is a potentially
weaker assumption than others that have been made in related work such as assuming T(0) and T(1) are conditionally
independent.29 Examining the assumption, it is not unreasonable to believe that given the true outcome under Z = 1,
the surrogate for Z = 1 is independent of the true outcome under the opposing treatment. Since we are considering con-
tinuous S and T outcomes, we anticipate that T(1) will have sufficient variability and is therefore likely to capture the
underlying mechanism of functional capability in our motivating data example. Making this assumption implies the
relationship among Equation (2) parameters that 𝜃T = 𝜃10∕𝜃11. In the multivariate normal setting, this combination of
correlation parameters on the joint normal scale is derived by setting a conditional covariance term to 0 (described in Web
Appendix A), which corresponds to a zero element in the inverse of the correlation matrix. After adjusting for baseline
covariates X , conditional independence of the outcomes may be more likely to hold, which in turn reduces the number
of parameters to estimate by one (a restatement of Equation (2) in which 𝜃10 has been replaced by 𝜃11 × 𝜃T):
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This potentially increases efficiency and helps with identifiability since there is only one nonidentified parameter (𝜃T).

2.6 Design considerations and defining the endpoint

In our motivating clinical trial, one of our baseline covariates is actually a pre-treatment measurement of the outcome
T. Because of this, we could choose to define the true outcomes several ways with the possible benefit of maximizing
efficiency. For example, we could define the outcomes T(0),T(1) as the original values of the endpoints and use X for
subgroup analysis. Alternatively, we could analyze the outcomes as the change from baseline measurement X to later
measurements, denoted as TD(0) and TD(1). We would like to know if it is advantageous to define a trial outcome in
terms of change from baseline compared to using the baseline value as a covariate. To be explicit about the quantities we
are estimating, we can outline the relevant joint and conditional distributions based on the choice of endpoint definition
and involvement of X . All four methods we consider are based on the joint 4 × 4 distribution from Equation (1) extended
to include X . In the special setting where our covariate is a pre-measurement of T(0), we briefly consider other strong
assumptions that could be made. For example, in the strongest case we could plug in X in for T(0) and gain identifiability.
Alternatively, we could view X and T(0) as repeated measures and assume certain parameters are equal, such as iden-
tifiable means and variances or nonidentified correlations. We consider how these relate to conditional independence
assumptions proposed by other authors in future work.

In the setting we are considering, there is a pre-planned analysis of the final clinical trial data, and defining the
endpoint is necessary to test for a treatment effect. Like we have suggested for assessing surrogacy, this step involves fit-
ting marginal or conditional models with the original outcome or difference from baseline endpoint. For efficiency or to
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incorporate treatment effect subgroups, we may choose to condition on baseline covariates X . We enumerate the poten-
tial analysis models for the treatment effect based on the observed outcome T and the corresponding surrogate validation
models for the potential outcomes T(0) and T(1) conditional on S(1) = s. These are differentiated by the endpoint:

1. Original outcome: T(0),T(1) Treatment effect model Ti = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1Zi + 𝜖i
Surrogate validation metric E(T(1) − T(0)|s) = 𝛾0,M + 𝛾1,Ms

2. Also condition on X : T(0),T(1)|X Treatment effect model Ti = 𝛽2 + 𝛽3Zi + 𝛽4Xi + 𝜖i
Surrogate validation metric E(T(1) − T(0)|X , s) = 𝛾0,C + 𝛾1,Cs

3. Difference from baseline: TD(0),TD(1) Treatment effect model TD
i = 𝛽5 + 𝛽6Zi + 𝜖i

Surrogate validation metric E(TD(1) − TD(0)|s) = 𝛾0,M + 𝛾1,Ms
4. Also condition on X : TD(0),TD(1)|X Treatment effect model TD

i = 𝛽7 + 𝛽8Zi + 𝛽9Xi + 𝜖i
Surrogate validation metric E(TD(1) − TD(0)|X , s) = 𝛾0,C + 𝛾1,Cs

Parameters 𝛽1, 𝛽3, 𝛽6, and 𝛽8 estimate the respective treatment effects. We expect the first and third methods to pro-
duce estimates of the same population, marginal treatment effect regardless of subtracting off the baseline measurement,
though finite sample equality is unlikely to hold for even a randomized trial. These same considerations extend to the
surrogate validation framework, where some of these methods will estimate the same marginal validation estimates. We
will later consider a further reason to thoughtfully define the endpoint, which is to determine which scale it is reasonable
to assume conditional independence.

3 BAYESIAN METHODS

3.1 Imputation-estimation algorithms

While we observe only S(0),T(0) for n0 subjects and S(1),T(1) for n1 subjects, our validation quantities involve correlations
that can only be calculated from counterfactual outcomes. In order to simultaneously estimate the model parameters,
address nonidentified terms, and to appropriately propagate the uncertainty of imputing missing outcomes, we use a
Bayesian method for estimation. There are three types of variables that will be iteratively drawn in the MCMC algorithm:
the correlation parameters in R, the model mean and variance parameters (𝜇’s and 𝜎’s), and the missing potential out-
comes. The imputation strategy is a full process that iteratively imputes the missing potential outcomes and uses the
posterior distribution to draw values of the parameters.

We assume vague, normal priors for the identified mean parameters. Rather than use an inverse-Wishart prior or
another method that would sample the entire matrix at once that lacks needed flexibility, we implement a separation
method on the covariance matrix Σ. This decomposes the matrix Σ = QRQ into standard deviation and correlation matri-
ces where R is a correlation matrix with 1’s on the diagonal to easily place less informative priors on the identified terms.30

To ensure iterative draws satisfy the positive definite constraint on Σ, the method uses the griddy Gibbs algorithm to draw
from the appropriate bounded posterior.22 Specifically, we compute the posterior of each parameter over a set of real-
izable grid points and re-evaluate over a region of high posterior density with more precision (finer grid points) before
randomly drawing the value for that iteration. We consider different priors for the correlation parameter and find that it
is important to carefully choose on which parameters to place priors when implementing the conditional independence
constraint. Since we are in a setting with nonidentified correlation parameters where the data will provide no direct infor-
mation about the true values of these parameters, we are careful to not impose unreasonable prior distributions as we
expect the posterior to mimic the prior. We consider both vague and more informative Uniform and Beta priors on the
correlation terms, though the marginal distribution of each correlation under positive definite constraints can become
less straightforward. We assume S(1) ⟂ T(0)|T(1) (or its equivalent based on the exact model fit and incorporation of X),
by drawing suitable values of 𝜃T and 𝜃11 using the grid search. Essentially, as demonstrated in Equation (4), the term 𝜃10
is no longer involved in the likelihood, and the product 𝜃T × 𝜃11 takes its place.

3.2 Observed data algorithm

An alternative way to estimate the identifiable parameters is by using the observed data likelihood and devising an MCMC
algorithm to obtain draws from the posterior distribution. This approach avoids imputing the counterfactual values of
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S and T. Since the data contain no information about 𝜃T or 𝜃10, we expect the posterior to match the distribution of the
chosen prior, provided the priors are independent. Thus, we propose to draw the nonidentified correlation parameters
directly from the prior solely for the purposes of estimating 𝛾0 and 𝛾1. Since the value of 𝜃11 is estimable from the observed
data, we use the posterior distribution for its draw, but it is the only correlation parameter drawn from a conditional
distribution. When assuming conditional independence, we replace the term 𝜃10 with 𝜃T × 𝜃11 (after 𝜃11 is drawn from
the posterior and 𝜃T is drawn directly from Uniform(−1, 1)) in the same way as explained above when calculating values
of 𝛾1 and ensuring the matrix is positive definite. We then fit the regression models on the observed data only to estimate
the other parameters.

Here we carry out basic Bayesian estimation of the identified parameters for comparability of uncertainty estimates
to isolate the effect of using the imputation scheme and priors for nonidentified parameters. We find that we can bypass
the full MCMC scheme intended to provide parameter estimates while addressing the nonidentified parameters, and
instead we can draw these independently from the prior. This is related to work by Gustafson that demonstrates any
difference between the prior and posterior distribution for non-identified parameters is due to prior dependence in the
parameters.31 Using his transparent reparameterization here, there is no indirect learning of the correlations outside of the
positive definite and conditional independence assumption constraints, which are still enforced with this algorithm. In
this setting, we expect results from this method to be generally equivalent to imputation while being less computationally
expensive. We also note that using an MCMC scheme to estimate the variance and mean parameters may not be necessary
at all, and a maximization of the posterior or maximum likelihood method may be used instead.

4 SIMULATION STUDIES

We explore the impact of using a baseline covariate in terms of efficiency and making conditional independence assump-
tions. In particular, our simulations are meant to assess how we define the true endpoint based on different relationships
with the baseline covariate. Using simulation studies, we generate data that mimics a randomized trial, meaning for half
of the subjects assigned Z = 0, we observe only T(0),X , and for the other half we observe S(1),T(1),X . The six sets of gen-
erative parameters for Equation (2) are shown in Table 1. The six settings have different generating parameters that vary
the treatment effect and quality of the surrogate endpoint to demonstrate the method’s performance over a variety of sce-
narios. Based on the model in Equation (2) for observed data of sample size n = 100, we generate data from parameter
combinations that allow us to assess different settings expected to occur during validation.

The surrogate is valid marginally only for settings A,B. The covariate X is normally distributed in settings A to E
and binary in F; settings D,F represent the existence of a subgroup effect. After generating the data, we fit the models
described below and vary which conditional independence assumption is made, if any. To perform surrogacy validation,
we fit four models of tri-variate normal distributions derived from the distribution of S(1),T(0),T(1),X (see Web Appendix
B for details). The four analysis designs are based on the distribution of the three outcomes and baseline covariates,
and the different parameterizations can be easily equated algebraically. For any X (we simulate X ∼ N(𝛿4, 𝜎

2
X ) or X ∼

Bernoulli(0.5)),

1.
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S(1)
T(0)
T(1)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, 2.
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S(1)
T(0) X
T(1)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, 3.
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S(1)
TD(0)
TD(1)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

, 4.
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

S(1)
TD(0) X
TD(1)

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

.

We consider that conditional on baseline covariates based on context, we may decide to introduce strong modeling
assumptions. For example, when X is a pre-treatment measurement of T (like a measurement-error prone value of T(0)),
priors may be informed by estimates of the observed correlation of X and T(1), or we may be able to estimate some non-
identified correlations. Currently we use a Beta prior (truncated between −0.4 to 1 with a positive mean equal to 0.23) on
the correlation between either T(0),T(1) or TD(0),TD(1) and a Uniform(−1, 1) prior on the correlation between S(1),T(1)
or S(1),TD(1) when conditional independence is not assumed. To perform sensitivity analyses, we will both vary the prior
distributions on the nonidentified parameters to integrate over the range of plausible values and fix the correlations to
see at what boundaries the conclusions change.

These models allow us to contrast the estimation of marginal quantities 𝛾0,M and 𝛾1,M and also those for subgroups
of participants based on baseline covariates X from models 2 and 4. For our purposes, we first compare the marginal
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T A B L E 1 Generative parameter values for the six scenarios to compare definition of the endpoint and using baseline
covariates

A B C D E F

Valid S
Valid S:
No X effect Invalid S

Valid S
for SG Invalid CI

Valid S
for SG

𝜎X 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 NA

𝛿4 1 1 1 1 1 NA

𝜔1 2 2 2 2 0.5 2

𝜔2 0 0 0 0 0 0

𝜔3 3 3 3 3 3 3

𝜔4 1 0 1 3 1 −0.75

𝜔5 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1 4.1

𝜔6 1 0 1 1 1 2

𝜖S1 = 𝜖T0 = 𝜖T1 1 1 1 1 1 1

𝜃10 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.08 −0.05 0.15

𝜃11 0.7 0.7 0.7 0.3 0.25 0.7

𝜃T 0.21 0.21 0.21 0.26 0.21 0.21

𝛾0,O 0 0 −1.00 −1.35 0.95 1.31

𝛾1,O 0.55 0.55 0.55 0.22 0.30 0.58

𝛾0,D −0.06 0 −1.02 −1.33 0.95 NA

𝛾1,D 0.58 0.55 0.56 0.22 0.31 NA

Note: SG stands for subgroup based on X . The meaning of these parameters is shown in Equation (2). Note “difference from baseline”
(subscript D) is not defined when X is binary and T is continuous (F).

estimates for 𝛾1 and 𝛾0 which are directly calculated in settings 1 and 3 and are derived by marginalization for mod-
els 2 and 4. The definition of the endpoints (either the difference from baseline D and corresponding 𝛾.D or the original
value O and 𝛾.O) is important as 𝛾1,D ≠ 𝛾1,O when there is an effect of X . Further, the validity of conditional independence
varies in our data generating mechanism directly by changing the true values of the correlations so that we can assess
how the method performs when this is violated. In particular, the data generating mechanism directly violates the con-
ditional independence assumption in setting E when we condition on X and use the original endpoint. The assumption
is also violated indirectly in certain other settings when we fit marginal models or take the difference from baseline. For
example, when T(0) ⟂ S(1)|T(1),X , it is also true that T(0)D ⟂ S(1)|T(1)D,X . However, this corresponding satisfaction of
conditional independence does not necessarily hold between T(0) ⟂ S(1)|T(1) and T(0)D ⟂ S(1)|T(1)D when we do not
condition on X . To quantify this discrepancy when this condition is not met, we calculate the deviation from meeting the
conditional independence requirement, that is, how incorrect it is to make this conditional independence assumption
(see Web Table 1 in the supporting information).

4.1 Simulation results

We present the posterior mean point estimates averaged over 1000 datasets for each setting using the observed data
algorithm. To assess variability, we also report the standard deviation of the Bayesian point estimates and the average
standard error of the parameter value (the posterior standard deviation) within each replication. We run each MCMC for
3000 iterations and ensure convergence is reached using traceplots. Using this method, computation is fast enough to run
the algorithm in parallel over many replicates in a few hours. Since our goal is to effectively validate surrogate endpoints,
we focus on inference for the quantities 𝛾0 and 𝛾1. The results show the contrast in estimation accuracy and efficiency
when the constraints are enforced during estimation compared to when no assumptions are imposed during the MCMC
procedure.
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(A)

(B)

F I G U R E 1 Simulation results for the two definitions of the endpoint (here categorized by superscript to denote O = original endpoint
[Settings 1 and 2] compared to D = difference from baseline [Settings 3 and 4]) and different generating parameter values (A-F). The values
shown below are the bias and variability (both the average within-sample standard error across datasets and the standard deviation of the
point estimates) of the validation quantities that are adjusted by the variability of the hypothetical surrogate values if all counterfactuals were
to be observed (from the full data) using the standard deviation of point estimates from standard regression models for T(1) − T(0)|S(1)
[Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

4.2 Marginal estimates

Figure 1 and Web Table 1 are results with sample size n = 100 using a truncated Beta(5, 6) prior. Bias for rows 1 and 2 as
well as 3 and 4 is calculated based on the same true, marginal values. Overall, the identified mean and variance parameters
are estimated with little bias. However, the nonidentified correlations are sensitive to the prior distribution. Compared
to Web Table 1, for comparability across settings, Figure 1 has been adjusted by the empirical variability in the validation
estimates from complete counterfactual data: we calculated the maximum likelihood estimates under a scenario where
we would observe all n counterfactual outcomes and fit a model for T(1) − T(0) conditional on S(1). We adjusted the bias
and standard errors relative to the standard deviation of the estimates across 1000 simulations to provide quantities that
can be interpreted in proportion to the amount of variability in the data and the estimates.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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T A B L E 2 Simulation results demonstrating effect of estimating subgroups

𝜸0,C 𝜸0,C 𝜸1,C

Setting

Fit conditional
independence
assumption

True
X = 0 Est SE SD

Covers
0

True
X = 1 Est SE SD

Covers
0 True Est SE SD

Covers
0

2F T(0) ⟂ S(1)|T(1),X 0 0.068 0.465 0.307 0.987 2.75 2.797 0.460 0.319 0.000 0.55 0.514 0.176 0.087 0.003

2F None 0 0.090 0.984 0.308 1.000 2.75 2.808 0.985 0.319 0.040 0.55 0.503 0.466 0.088 0.978

Note: Estimates of 𝛾0 and 𝛾1 are conditional on the values of X , so values of 𝛾0 estimates are conditional on X = 0, 1. The columns denoting “covers 0” indicate
what proportions of simulations have credible intervals that do contain 0. This helps determine for how many simulations the surrogate would be considered
valid. For 𝛾0, the credible interval covering 0 denotes a valid surrogate, while the interval of 𝛾1 should not.

These results show there can be reduced bias in the estimates when making conditional independence assumptions
such as in settings B and C. Notably, the credible intervals for the nonidentified parameters are very conservative for all
settings as expected due to the non-identified correlation parameter and its associated relatively weak prior, and the cor-
responding coverage probabilities are near one. Further, the within simulation average, over-estimation of the standard
error decreases when making conditional independence assumptions, though the SD of the estimates is not necessar-
ily smaller when making these assumptions (through less under-identification in the conditional independence model,
this reduction in SE improves the agreement between the average SE and SD). This is seen in Figure 1 when compar-
ing the average standard errors, as shown in the dotted lines, to the usually smaller standard deviation of the point
estimates, as seen in the solid, shaded lines. The scenarios assuming conditional independence in red have better cor-
respondence than the scenarios without the assumption during model fitting, shown in blue. We see that conditioning
on X can also decrease the standard error of the estimates, particularly in the scenario where we do not make condi-
tional independence assumptions in settings B, D, and E, for example. In other settings, the difference is not as clear. In
setting E, we also see very directly the impact of assuming conditional independence when it does not hold. In the case
where we use the original endpoint, the bias is slightly reduced when we do not make the conditional independence
assumption.

4.3 Sensitivity to distributional assumptions

We show results in supporting information Web Table 2 for fitting conditional models when the outcomes are heavy tailed
(t-distributed) or skewed (gamma-distributed). When data follow these non-Gaussian distributions, the estimation results
do vary from previous simulations as seen in the point estimates and their corresponding variability intervals. While there
is some increased bias and variability of the estimates as compared to those with a normal distribution, generally there
is some robustness in the estimation such that the conclusions regarding surrogate validity (ie, if the credible interval for
𝛾0 covers zero while that for 𝛾1 does not) seem to be similar in the settings we considered. We further explore the role of
distributional assumptions and limitations in the discussion.

4.4 Subgroup analysis

Now we focus on the results of simulation setting E where subgroups exist for the models fit using methods 2 and 4
(conditional on X). Since X is binary in this setting, we report the conditional values of 𝛾0 when X = 0 and X = 1. Whereas
Figure 1 shows marginalized estimates of the quantities, Table 2 shows the estimates of 𝛾0 and 𝛾1 conditional on the values
of X , which allows us to determine if the surrogate is valid for patients with certain baseline characteristics. Looking at
the validity of S as a surrogate for subgroups in setting F, we see that the surrogate is valid for X = 0 but not for X = 1 by
examining the estimates of 𝛾 for the values of X separately. If X were gender, for example, this would indicate that the
surrogate is valid only for males and not females. Our validation criteria state S is a valid surrogate when the credible
interval for 𝛾0 covers 0 and the interval for 𝛾1 does not. Table 2 shows the proportion of simulations for which this is
the case. The criteria that S is a valid surrogate for the group X = 0 is only detected for the model where we make a
conditional independence assumption. When we do not, the credible interval of 𝛾1 overlaps with 0 in almost all simulation
replications, signaling that we are not able to declare the surrogate as valid for any individuals.
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T A B L E 3 Simulated muscular dystrophy estimates of treatment effect and marginal surrogacy quantities

Endpoint
type

Treatment
effect

Conditional
independence
assumption 𝜸0 estimate 𝜸0 SE 𝜸1 estimate 𝜸1 SE

TD 0.227 TD(0) ⟂ S(1)|TD(1),X ,A −2.215 0.408 0.396 0.101

None −2.198 1.107 0.391 0.277

T 0.271 T(0) ⟂ S(1)|T(1),X ,A −2.218 0.409 0.397 0.102

None −2.194 1.109 0.391 0.278

5 DUCHENNE MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY DATA EXAMPLE

We generate “observed” data for three normally distributed outcomes aimed to mimic an ongoing therapeutics clinical
trial and the natural progression and deterioration of ambulatory function for Duchenne muscular dystrophy patients.32

Since the trial has not been unblinded, the parameter values were chosen to match the preliminary data when available,
and for other parameters the values were chosen in a subjective way to be what the authors considered as reasonable.
Based on the literature and company analysis standards, to assess surrogacy, we condition on age at baseline, A, and the
baseline NSAA score measurement, X .

5.1 Data example results

First we show the estimated treatment effects that would be calculated in a clinical trial measuring the efficacy of the
treatment based on the true, observed endpoints T. It is clear that the standard error estimates for 𝛾0 and 𝛾1 are markedly
smaller, and credible intervals more narrow, when we make the conditional independence assumptions (Table 3). We can
see that marginally, the surrogate of micro-dystrophin expression is not a valid surrogate for improvement of the NSAA
score across the entire study sample. However, there are strong effects of both age and baseline measurement on the
outcome. We can identify a region of the covariate space based on age and baseline measurement where the surrogate is
valid for a subgroup of patients. We create CEP curves for these data to show what the surface looks like when we stratify
based on covariates (Figure 2).

The CEP plot is conditional on baseline NSAA and age, and we demonstrate that the surrogate is valid for those
at 4 years of age. Since age is modeled with linear and quadratic effects, the surrogate will be invalid for those 6 and
older as the estimated CEP curve moves farther from 0. This demonstrates that due to the combination of natural
growth and degeneration due to disease over time, the surrogate would only be valid within a certain younger patient
population.

We also explore the consequences of different prior distributions for the non-identified parameter 𝜃T and compare
this to fixing 𝜃T at some value, shown in Web Figure 1. We see that the results for 𝛾0 and 𝛾1 are somewhat sensitive to the
choice, but the conclusion that the surrogate is valid holds for values of 𝜃T which we believe to be reasonable. The results
are the same for both the imputation and observed data algorithms.

6 DISCUSSION

In this work, we have focused on incorporating baseline covariates into the validation process for surrogate endpoints.
Our motivation for including such covariates to assess surrogacy is to potentially increase efficiency through the use
of modeling assumptions and to allow for the possibility of heterogeneity in the utility of the surrogate endpoint
across patients. Considering the harmful implications of incorrectly validating a surrogate endpoint, it may be worth-
while to consider the CEP as a function of X and identify potential subgroups of patients for which a surrogate is
appropriate.

While we have identified scenarios where there are gains by incorporating baseline covariates, there are some situ-
ations where efficiency improvements are limited. Further, when implementing the proposed model assumptions, it is
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F I G U R E 2 The CEP plot shows the conditional functions of 𝛾0 and 𝛾1 across possible values of S(1). The empirical distribution of S(1)
is shown in the blue density curve [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

important to assess the plausibility of conditional independence assumptions even in this context of adjusting for baseline
covariates which we believe makes the assumptions more likely. Introducing these conditional independence con-
straints aids in improved estimation properties, but they should not be implemented without proper, context-dependent
reasoning. Further, there are many ways to implement the constraints, although these simulations suggest certain strate-
gies (using observed data only) may reduce the burden of imputing potential outcomes but still require reasonably
well-specified prior distributions. There are many ways in which these methods and simulations will be extended,
particularly to verify its robustness. Work is ongoing to incorporate baseline covariates and conditional independence
assumptions into this framework while fully utilizing the longitudinal data. In the longitudinal study design setting, the
potential for crossover treatment arms or use of the pretreatment measurement allows for more direct incorporation of
potentially identified correlation parameters that arise between treatment arms.

A limitation of the proposed method is that it relies on a well-specified model to validate surrogate endpoints. Using
the CEP curve with the normality assumption results in a linear form for the conditional expectation of interest, though
the CEP concept itself does not rely on such a distributional assumption, and more flexible copula or other modeling could
be implemented instead.24,33,34 Making the normality assumption is a helpful first step to develop surrogacy metrics in
closed-form. Semi-parametric methods could be employed to assess surrogacy under more flexible models. Here we have
briefly explored the method’s performance under model misspecification where the outcomes are not multivariate nor-
mal, and we have found some sensitivity to this in our results. In general, the method does still demonstrate reasonable
performance as far as suggesting the appropriate surrogacy conclusions in the considered scenarios. Other extensions
that do not rely on the multivariate normality assumption include methods for time-to-event data using different assump-
tions to estimate subject-specific ΔSi = S(1)i − S(0)i and ΔTi = T(1)i − T(0)i and empirically fitting CEP curves to these
estimates. Finally, principal stratification and CEP curves are one of many strategies to determine the validity of surro-
gate endpoints. Future investigation into potential correspondence between different assumptions of models as done in
Conlon et al22 for more metrics such as proportion explained may be informative in comparing the methods and their
sensitivities to modeling assumptions.

http://wileyonlinelibrary.com
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